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A decade

OF PERFECTION
Since 2005, Steinway Lyngdorf sound systems have been the pinnacle of
the audio industry. Our name is, and always has been, synonymous with
impeccable craftsmanship and 21st century technologies. As with our
partner Steinway & Sons, with a system from Steinway Lyngdorf you will
experience the extraordinary.

Speaker Series

Model D

Model C

Model LS

Model M

Model S

In-Wall Series

Model D
Timeless. Peerless. Flawless. The Model D by Steinway Lyngdorf offers one of
the most exquisite audio experiences in the world. This flagship masterpiece
is designed for the most discriminating audio aficionado. Combining state-ofthe-art innovations in sound reproduction with finely-crafted aesthetics, the
Model D is the first—and best—system of its kind.

Discover Dipole
The Steinway Lyngdorf Model D is a full range floor-standing
dipole speaker which emits sound from both front and back.
Unrestricted by the vibrations of conventional cabinets, it
interacts with the room like a Steinway & Sons grand piano
does, resulting in extremely open and life-like musicality. No
resonance. No coloration. No comparison.

Penthouse apartment in Singapore

Finishing Touches
The Model D is always dressed to the nines. For the
most formal presentation, it’s available in iconic black
lacquer. And to complement any personal style, it’s also
available in a wide selection of exquisite custom wood
and high-gloss color lacquers. Using time-honored
techniques, trained craftsmen ensure that the finish of
each component attains the highest standard of quality.
Because it’s not finished until it’s finished.

Model C
The Model C offers a more intimate—but no less awe-inspiring—sound
experience than its flagship older cousin, the Model D. The formula is simple:
take the legendary Model D, then scale down the footprint and add best-inbreed boundary woofers. The result is an attention-grabbing statement system
that sets a new standard for full-bodied bass reproduction. This makes the
Model C an ideal choice for those who seek the live dipole sound but demand
enhanced bass for music and movies.

Dipole
The Model C’s compact, dipole speakers
emit equal, natural sound from both sides of
the cabinet—forward and backward. Thus
it produces sound that interacts with the
room much like a live musical instrument.
It’s audio that can’t be compared. And it
makes a statement that can’t be ignored.

Model LS
The Model LS is the number one choice for larger rooms and spaces with
rows of elevated seats.
In terms of performance, the Model LS outclasses any other system on the
market, providing a fully absorbing and surrounding listening experience
for everything from action-packed film scenes to the most subtle
and exquisite musical performances, all while maintaining immense
headroom.
All this power is packed into discreet, modular in-wall speakers and
commanding floor-standing speakers. You choose whether to keep the
focus on the entertainment experience with an in-wall installation or to
have a system where the speakers make a statement of their own. Dive in.
And discover sound the way it was meant to be heard.

Installation by Audio Images. Photo courtesy of Martin King.

Installation by and photo courtesy of Trescent Lifestyles

Installation by and photo courtesy of All Around Technology

Installation by Audio Video Interiors. Photo courtesy of Scott Frances and the Pacific Design Center.

Line Source
The Model LS series features an innovative line source approach incorporating in-wall floor-to-ceiling
stackable speakers and boundary woofers. This design allows sound to propagate undistorted over long
distances, ensuring that every seat in the room has the same volume level and tonal consistency.

Boundary Woofers
Model LS offers both dedicated in-wall and
in-room boundary woofers. For special projects,
Steinway Lyngdorf offers custom Boundary Woofers
to accommodate challenging installations, shallow
wall depths, and nonstandard room structures.

Model LS
CONCERT & STUDIO

It’s a marriage made in heaven. The Model LS Concert, and its smaller
brother the Model LS Studio, blend the dipole design from the flagship
Model D with the line source approach from the in-wall Model LS
speakers. And it’s a powerful partnership. These open baffle speakers are
for rooms where a sound system must sound—and look—impressive.

Model M
The Model M series—it’s anything you want it to be. For styleconscious audio enthusiasts who prefer a discreet, customizable
installation, the Model M delivers. The system’s slim and stylish
architectural speakers, available in the full range of Steinway
Lyngdorf finishing options, can be mounted on or in walls and
ceilings, partially or completely concealed. Whether a large home
theater or an intimate living room, your environment reflects your
design style. The Model M just makes it sound better.

Strong Metal Cabinet
The Model M’s speaker cabinets are 100% aluminum,
employing internal bracings and a thick front to hold
the drive units in place. This dampens resonance and
increases efficiency, and compared to wood cabinets,
the Model M’s structure minimizes gross volume. It’s
like a world-class athlete—flexible, powerful, and
undeniably strong.

Installation and photo courtesy of VIA International

Installation and photo courtesy of VIA International

Model M Boundary Woofer
The Model M series features freestanding boundary
woofers to provide powerful and accurate bass. They can
be placed in the corners of the room or, for a completely
hidden configuration, use the in-wall Model LS boundary
woofer. Same boom, added room.

Photo courtesy of Advance Audio Australia

Model S
You don’t need to make a scene to make a statement. The
multi-award-winning Model S series has been installed in
hundreds of high performance home cinemas and living
rooms all over the world. It’s the clear choice among those
seeking perfection at a modest price point, and the reason is
obvious: it defies size and it outperforms any other system in
and above its price range.
But you won’t buy the Model S only because it’s accessibly
priced. You’ll buy it because its performance is miles ahead
of the competition.

Installation by and photo courtesy of The London Home Cinema Company

Location courtesy of Reflections Show Gallery at Keppel Bay

Installation by and photos courtesy of Future Living made Easy

S-210 Boundary Woofer
The Model S series is well known as the
small system with the big reach, thanks
to tonally accurate bass from its powerful
S-210 floor-standing dual 10” boundary
woofers, which feature opposing drivers
that virtually eliminate cabinet vibrations.
For a hidden configuration, use the in-wall
Model LS boundary woofer.

S-15 Speaker
The S-15 speaker features a solid aluminum
cabinet which makes it dense, solid, incredibly
inert and ready to withstand the rigors of
extremely high outputs. The series is available in
high-gloss black and white, anodized satin silver,
matte black, and custom finishes.
A key feature of the S-15 speaker is its innovative
AER (Ambience Enhancing Radiation) dipole
tweeter design. This design disperses the highest
frequencies, which produces a spacious and live
effect throughout the listening room, similar to the
effect you get from our flagship Model D speaker
or a live instrument.
Location courtesy of Reflections Show Gallery at Keppel Bay

In-Wall Series
The In-Wall series is specifically designed to be placed behind acoustically transparent screens,
fabric panels, and metal mesh grills. This series offers discreet, exceptional performance, value,
and versatility.
These best-in-class speakers further reinforce our dedication to continuous innovation. Built on
Steinway Lyngdorf core technologies and values, this series can be mixed-and-matched with any
other item in our product range while maintaining the outstanding performance of any component.

Installation by and photos courtesy of Future Living made Easy

Decoupling Brackets
Thanks to the stability of our proprietary
decoupling brackets, the In-Wall series creates
zero rattle, hum, or distraction. All speakers
are equipped with steady decoupling brackets,
eliminating vibration transfer from the speaker to
the wall and resulting in vastly improved imaging.

Electronics

Model P200

Model SP-1

Model A1+A2

CDP-1

Remote Control

Model P200
SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR
The Model P200 has full support of 3D surround sound formats such as Dolby Atmos®,
DTS:X and AURO-3D®, 4K and 3D video, HDCP 2.2, and advanced HDMI switching.
Equipped with the advanced technologies for which Steinway Lyngdorf is known, including
RoomPerfect™ and fully digital signal processing, the Model P200 delivers digital high-def
surround sound experiences that the world has never heard. With the Model P200, you’re not
just hearing sound. You’re living within it.

Model SP-1
STEREO PROCESSOR
Ideal for music connoisseurs who demand the very best in stereo processing, the
Model SP-1 stereo processor elevates musical enjoyment to new heights. Like its
surround sound counterpart, the Model SP-1 utilizes the Steinway Lyngdorf proprietary
RoomPerfect™ room correction technology with a true digital signal path and
communicates with the amplifiers via the proprietary Steinway Lyngdorf Digital Link.
This ensures lifelike audio reproduction and full dynamic range in your system. It’s a
digital stereo experience like none you’ve ever imagined.

Location courtesy of Reflections Show Gallery at Keppel Bay

Model A1+A2
FULLY DIGITAL AMPLIFIER

The 2-channel Model A1 and 4-channel Model A2 fully digital amplifiers are unique in their
construction as well as their performance. Without any digital-to-analog conversion, these amplifiers
can be regarded as high-powered Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs), capable of driving the speakers
directly. This unique and technically demanding solution offers clear replay at all sound levels and an
unsurpassed dynamic range.

Orchid Suite at the Halekulani. Image by Ric Noyle.

CDP-1
CD PLAYER
Meet the CDP-1, the CD player that truly
complements the superior technology and
exquisite quality of the entire Steinway
Lyngdorf product line. With its clean lines
and sleek black Steinway finish, the CDP-1
is a sharp, elegant addition to any Steinway
Lyngdorf sound system.
Built like a tank, designed with sophistication,
the CDP-1 offers clear, crisp, vibration-free
sourcing for the best audio experience from
CD media.

Location courtesy of The Club at Capella, Singapore.

Remote
Control
The Steinway Lyngdorf remote control for stereo and
surround sound systems features a rotating wheel crafted
from solid, gold-plated or chrome-plated brass and
mounted on precision-machined Swiss bearings. It’s
elegance you can touch, integrity you can feel. It provides
intuitive and total command of your Steinway Lyngdorf
system.

Core Technologies

RoomPerfect™

Fully Digital

Bass Management

Boundary Woofers

Full System Approach

Energy Efficient

Click to view YouTube presentation.

Click to view YouTube presentation.

RoomPerfect™

Fully Digital

Why do you need room correction? The characteristics
of your room affect the sound that reaches your ears. In
any system, more than 50% of the sound you hear comes
from the contribution of the room—echoes, reflections,
absorption, and the like. With RoomPerfect™, you have
the world’s most sophisticated technology for adapting
the sound system to the environment. Whether your
room was purposely designed for sound reproduction
or not, RoomPerfect™ is your guarantee for optimum
performance.

Fully digital means that nothing gets between you
and your sound. Steinway Lyngdorf systems are 100%
digital without sound-deteriorating digital-to-analog
conversions. The digital signal drives the speakers directly,
with no translation and no middleman.
What does that mean for you? Unlike analog, which
inevitably adds its own flavor, a fully digital Steinway
Lyngdorf system ensures sound is replayed completely
intact, delivering the purest sound possible.

Click to view YouTube presentation.

Click to view YouTube presentation.

Bass Management

Boundary Woofers

In a conventional subwoofer set-up, it’s impossible to
pinpoint exactly where the bass notes are coming from;
bass simply becomes a low frequency sound that fills
the entire room. With Steinway Lyngdorf boundary
woofers and cutting-edge sound engineering, you are
able to pinpoint even the lowest frequencies in a 360
degree circle around you. Thus, bass music notes—not to
mention the crashes, bangs, and booms of your favorite
action films—are replayed exactly the way the sound
engineer intended.

Heart-stopping, soul-stirring bass notes, delivered with
pure perfection. Able to handle the lowest frequencies
with unprecedented speed and accuracy, the Steinway
Lyngdorf boundary woofer replaces the standard
subwoofer. Placing our boundary woofers in the
recommended corner position allows the first critical
reflections and direct sound to arrive simultaneously at
the listening position, thus dramatically improving sound
attack and timing.

Illustration by Laura Jayne Halton

Click to view YouTube presentation.

Full System Approach

Energy Efficient

Steinway Lyngdorf sound systems are designed for
flexibility and scalability. From discreet stereo and
surround systems to grand in-room systems, every
Steinway Lyngdorf set-up is customizable using
components from across the entire product program.
You dream it. We build it.

You don’t have to sacrifice efficiency—or the environment
—for quality. Our fully digital systems use significantly
less power and generate less heat than other set-ups.
We promise perfect performance in even the most
unique settings, including yachts and difficult electrical
environments.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model D Speaker

Head Unit

Description

Floor-standing dipole speaker

Description

Floor-standing Head Unit

Frequency response

20 - 22k Hz

Features

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB

CD Player; Control Unit; Volume
wheel with display; RoomPerfect™.

Amplification needed

Built-in

Input

Dimensions (H x W x D)

205.8 x 46.4 x 79.7 cm
81.02 x 18.27 x 31.27 in

3 x S/PDIF; 1 x AES-EBU; 1 x Toslink (Optical)
3 x analog single ended, 1 x analog balanced;
1 x Input for microphone

Output

4 x Steinway Lyngdorf
Digital Link (CAT 5e based)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

104.2 x 44.0 x 39.6 cm
40.9 x 17.3 x 5.6 in

Weight

57.0 kg / 125.7 lbs

Finish

High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors and wood finishes available

Weight

174.0 kg / 383.6 Ib

Finish

High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors and wood finishes available

Model C Speaker

System Remote Control

Description

Floor-standing dipole speaker

Frequency response

250 - 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB

Amplification needed

Description

RF remote control for Model D & C and Model 		
SP-1; Dedicated version for Model P1

Dimensions (Ø x H)

Ø 10.0 x 6.3 cm
Ø 3.9 x 2.5 in

Built-in

Weight

0.95 kg / 2.1 Ibs

Dimensions (H x W x D)

132.7 x 30.0 x 54.0 cm
52.24 x 11.81 x 21.26 in

Comments

All Steinway Lyngdorf systems are compatible 		
with home automation systems.

Weight

64.8 kg / 142.9 Ibs

Finish

Gold or chrome

Finish

High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors and wood finishes available

Model C Boundary Woofer
Description

Floor-standing Boundary Woofer

Frequency response

20 - 500 Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB (120 dB Corner)

Amplification needed

1 Channel (From Model C)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

44.6 x 48.2 x 45.5 cm
17.56 x 18.98 x 17.91 in

Weight

35.0 kg / 77.2 Ibs

Finish

High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors and wood finishes available

Specifications subject to change without notice
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model LS Left / Right

Model LS Concert Left / Right

Description

In-wall stackable speaker

Description

Floor-standing dipole line source speaker

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Frequency response

120 - 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

130 dB*

Max SPL @ 1m

132 dB*

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Dimensions (H x W x D)

49.2 x 35.0 x 15.0 cm
19.4 x 13.8 x 5.9 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

249.1 x 40.0 x 46.0 cm
98.1 x 15.7 x 18.1 in

Weight

18 kg / 39.7 lbs

Weight

73.0 kg / 161.0 lbs

Comments

Minimum 4 modules

Finish

High-gloss black with matte gold or black
accents

Finish

Matte black
* Equivalent to a conventional point source SPL @ 1m

* Equivalent to a conventional point source SPL @ 1m

Model LS Center

Model LS Studio Left / Right

Description

In-wall stackable speaker

Description

Floor-standing dipole line source speaker

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Frequency response

120 - 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

130 dB*

Max SPL @ 1m

131 dB*

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Dimensions (H x W x D)

49.2 x 35.0 x 15.0 cm
19.4 x 13.8 x 5.9 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

200.7 x 40.0 x 46.0 cm
79.0 x 15.7 x 18.1 in

Weight

18 kg / 39.7 lbs

Finish

Comments

Minimum 4 modules

High-gloss black with matte gold or black
accents

Finish

Matte black

* Equivalent to a conventional point source SPL @ 1m

* Equivalent to a conventional point source SPL @ 1m

Model LS Surround
Description

In-wall dipole speaker

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Dimensions (H x W x D)

49.2 x 35.0 x 15.0 cm
19.4 x 13.8 x 5.9 in

Weight

18 kg / 39.7 lbs

Finish

Matte black

Specifications subject to change without notice
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model LS Boundary Woofer

Model M Center

Description

In-wall stackable Boundary Woofer

Description

On-wall, Semi In-wall, In-wall speaker

Frequency response

20 - 500 Hz

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB (120 dB Corner)

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Dimensions (H x W x D)

73.8 x 35.0 x 33.0 cm
29.1 x 13.8 x 13 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

27.0 x 50.0 x 10.0 cm
10.6 x 19.7 x 3.9 in

Weight

33.5 kg / 73.9 Ibs

Weight

9.5 kg / 20.9 lbs

Finish

Matte black

Finish

Matte black;
High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors available

Model LS-R212 Boundary Woofer

Model M Left / Right

Description

In-room stackable Boundary Woofer

Description

Frequency response

20 - 500 Hz

On-wall, Semi In-wall, In-wall,
In-ceiling speaker

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB (120 dB Corner)

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Dimensions (H x W x D)

71.0 x 45.0 x 27.0 cm
28.0 x 17.7 x 10.6 in

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Dimensions (H x W x D)

50.0 x 27.0 x 10.0 cm
19.7 x 10.6 x 3.9 in

Weight

8.5 kg / 18.7 lbs

Finish

Matte black;
High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors available

Finish

Matte black, high-gloss black,
high-gloss white.

Model LS-R210 Boundary Woofer

Model M Boundary Woofer

Description

In-room stackable Boundary Woofer

Description

Floor-standing Boundary Woofer

Frequency response

25 - 500 Hz

Frequency response

20 - 500 Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB (117 dB Corner)

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB (120 dB Corner)

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Dimensions (H x W x D)

61.5 x 38.9 x 23.3 cm
24.2 x 15.3 x 9.2 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

44.6 x 48.2 x 45.5 cm
17.6 x 19.0 x 17.9 in

Finish

Matte black, high-gloss black,
high-gloss white.

Weight

35 kg / 77.2 Ibs

Finish

High-gloss black with gold or chrome accents
Custom colors available

Specifications subject to change without notice
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SPECIFICATIONS
S-15IW

IW-26H
Description

In-wall speaker

Description

In-wall speaker

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Frequency response

100 – 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

117 dB

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Amplification needed

2 Channels

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Dimensions (H x W x D)

31.0 x 57.0 x 9.5 cm
12.2 x 22.4 x 3.7 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

26.6 x 20.0 x 9.5 cm
10.5 x 7.8 x 3.7 in

Weight

12.2 kg / 26.9 lbs

Weight

3.5 kg / 7.7 lbs

Finish

Matte black

Finish

Matte black

S-16IW

IW-26V
Description

In-wall speaker

Description

In-wall, In-ceiling speaker

Frequency response

80 - 22k Hz

Frequency response

80 – 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

116 dB

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Dimensions (H x W x D)

57.0 x 31.0 x 9.5 cm
22.4 x 12.2 x 3.7 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)

28.6 x 28.6 x 9.5 cm
11.2 x 11.2 x 3.7 in

Weight

11.3 kg / 24.9 lbs

Weight

5.7 kg / 12.6 lbs

Finish

Matte black

Finish

Matte black

Specifications subject to change without notice
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SPECIFICATIONS
S-15 table stand

S-15
Description

Bookshelf, on-wall,
floor-stand speaker

Frequency response

120 – 22k Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB

Amplification needed

1 Channel

Dimensions (H x W x D)

26.0 x 20.0 x 7.9 cm
10.2 x 7.8 x 3.1 in

Weight

4.4 kg / 9.7 lbs

Finish

Matte black, satin silver, high gloss black,
high gloss white

Description

Table stand

Dimensions (H x W x D)

5.3 x 19.0 x 7.7 cm
2.1 x 7.5 x 3.0 in

Finish

Satin silver, matte black

S-210 Boundary Woofer

S-15 floor stands

Description

Floor-standing Boundary Woofer

Description

Frequency response

25 – 500 Hz

Max SPL @ 1m

114 dB (117 dB Corner)

Amplification needed

1 Channel

The Boundary Placement floor stand is designed
for placing up against a wall and is the best
solution for utilizing the Ambience Enhancing
Radiation (AER) from the dipole tweeter design.

Dimensions (H x W x D)

37.3 x 36.0 x 36.0 cm
14.7 x 14.2 x 14.2 in

Freestanding is a stand for instances where
boundary placement is not possible.

Weight

20.5 kg / 45.2 lbs

Finish

Matte black, satin silver, high gloss black,
high gloss white z

Specifications subject to change without notice

Boundary Placement and Freestanding
floor stand.

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Boundary Placement floor stand

69.3 x 24.6 x 16.6 cm
27.3 x 9.7 x 6.5 in

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Freestanding floor stand

69.3 x 24.6 x 24.6 cm
27.3 x 9.7 x 9.7 in

Finish

Matte black
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model P200 Surround Sound Processor

Model A1 Fully Digital Amplifier

Description

Rack mount or freestanding surround sound Processor

Description

Rack mount or freestanding
2 channel fully digital power amplifier

Key Features

RoomPerfect™, capable of handling up to 16 native
channels and up to 256 output channels, HDCP 2.2,
4K resolution, video scaling, 3D video, advanced
HDMI™ switching, video tiling and split screen

Features

Active Eq., voicings, crossover,
time delay; 1U high

Input

1 x Steinway Lyngdorf digital link (CAT 5e based)
1 x RJ12 RS232 connector

Output

1 x Steinway Lyngdorf Digital Link (CAT 5e based)
2 x Speakon® speaker output

Power Rating

2 x 400W @4 Ohm

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Freestanding

4.9 x 45.0 x 34.6/39.6 cm*
1.9 x 17.7 x 13.6/15.6 in*

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Rack mount

4.4 x 48.3 x 34.6/39.6 cm* (1U)
1.7 x 19 x 13.6/15.6 in*

Weight

6.6 kg / 14.6 lbs

Comments

* incl/excl cables

display
processing, Dolby Atmos, Auro 3D®
Decoding
Dolby

Dolby® Atmos, Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital EX,
Digital Plus, Dolby TrueHD, DTS, DTS ES Discrete

6.1,
DTS ES Matrix 6.1, DTS 96/24, DTS-HD High
Resolution
Audio, DTS-HD Master Audio, AURO-3D®
Post processing

Dolby surround, AURO-MATIC®, Dolby Pro Logic II,
Dolby Pro Logic IIx, , Dolby Pro Logic IIz, Dolby EX,
DTS Neo:6, DTS NEO:X

Input

Audio:
1 x AES/EBU S/P-DIF input
3 x S/P-DIF coaxial inputs
4 x S/P-DIF optical inputs
1 x USB audio input
Up to 384kHz, 32bit PCM
DSD64 and DSD128
1 x balanced stereo analog input (XLR)
4 x single ended stereo analog inputs (RCA)
1 x multichannel single ended analog input (RCA)
1 x microphone input (XLR)
Video:
8 x HDMI™

Output

Audio:
5 x Steinway Lyngdorf Digital Links (CAT 5e based)
1 x single ended stereo analog output for secondary
audio output.
1 x SPDIF coax digital output
5 x HDMI™
Video:
4 x HDMI™ - ARC compatible, use 4 screens as one
coherent display, show 4 inputs on one HDMI output,
picture in picture
1 x HDBaseT connector - show 4 inputs on one
output, picture in picture

Miscellaneous

Interface Options

1 x DB9 RS232 connector
2 x IR sensor inputs
1 x IR output (loop from one of the sensor inputs);
1 x Trigger input;
4 x Trigger outputs;
1 x RJ45 Ethernet LAN connector;
2 x USB connectors
1 x SD card slot (Storage for system software)
RS232
IP
Web Interface
ihiji
Remote Control App on iOS and Android platforms

Dimensions (H x W x D) 14.0 x 45.0 x 35.9 cm
5.51 x 17.7 x 14.1 in

Specifications subject to change without notice

Model A2 Fully Digital Amplifier
Description

Rack mount or freestanding
4 channel fully digital power amplifier

Features

Active Eq., voicings, crossover,
time delay; 2U high

Input

1 x Steinway Lyngdorf digital link (CAT 5e based)
1 x RJ12 RS232 connector

Output

1 x Steinway Lyngdorf Digital Link (CAT 5e based)
2 x Speakon® speaker output

Power Rating

4 x 400W @4 Ohm

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Freestanding

8.7 x 45.0 x 34.6/39.6 cm*
3.4 x 17.7 x 13.6/15.6 in*

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Rack mount

8.2 x 48.3 x 34.6/39.6 cm*
3.2 x 19 x 13.6/15.6 in*

Weight

9.5 kg / 21.0 lbs

Finish

Matte black

Comments

* incl/excl cables
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model SP-1 Stereo Processor
Description

Rack mount or freestanding stereo Processor

Features

2 channel RoomPerfect™; Digital delay,
Voicings; Graphic display; 1U high

Input

Digital:
4 x S/PDIF (coax);
6 x Toslink (optical);
1 x USB (audio input)
Analog:
4 x single-ended;
Input for microphone

Output

3 x Steinway Lyngdorf Digital Link (CAT 5e based)

Miscellaneous

1 x Trigger input;
1 x IR sensor input;
1 x USB (software update);
1 x RJ 12 (RS 232 control)

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Freestanding

4.9 x 45.0 x 26.5/31.5 cm*
1.9 x 17.7 x 10.4/12.4 in*

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Rack mount

4.4 x 45.0 x 26.5/31.5 cm* (1U)
1.7 x 17.7 x 10.4/12.4 in*

Weight

5 kg / 11 lbs

Comments

* incl/excl cables

CDP-1 CD Player
Description

Freestanding CD player

Audio outputs

1 x Optical; 1 x SPDIF;
2 x Digital Link (CAT 5e based)

Miscellaneous

1 x USB (software update);
1 x RJ 12 (RS 232 control)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

4.9 x 45.0 x 27.7/32.7 cm*
1.9 x 17.7 x 10.5/12.5 in*

Weight

4.2 kg / 9.3 Ibs

Finish

Matte black

Comments

* incl/excl cable

Specifications subject to change without notice
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